
Town of Red River
Fall Branding Campaign 2022

Digital Reporting 9/5/22 to 10/16/22



Objectives

• Through digital marketing tactics, increase awareness of the Red 
River brand during the fall season.

• Drive clicks to the home page where families and outdoor enthusiasts 
can learn more about all there is to do in and around the charming 
mountain Town of Red River.

• Learn and optimize as we go.
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Digital Campaign Strategies

• Targeting - From 9/5 to 10/16, target prospective travelers in 
Amarillo, Dallas, Lubbock, Odessa/Midland, Austin, San Antonio, 
Houston, Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Colorado Springs, Los Angeles, Las 
Vegas (NV) and Kansas City, who have behaviors and interests 
related to things to do, fall colors, mountain towns, family vacations, 
fall break, outdoor activities, nature and more.

• Facebook/Instagram Static & Carousel - Community-based 
awareness and direct response tactic targeted to relevant audiences 
based on geography, demographics and interests. 
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Digital Campaign Strategies (cont’d)

• Programmatic Display - Hyper-targeted digital ads in various sizes 
and formats designed to reach prospects on thousands of websites at 
the right times in the right places with relevant messaging, based on 
geography, demographics, interests and online behaviors.

• Google Paid Search - Low-funnel, in-bound advertising tactic 
designed to pique interest and drive clicks among users who are 
actively searching terms related to Red River and its seasonal 
activities.
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Reporting Summary
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Campaign Results Overview

Benchmark CTR for Facebook Static is 0.69% with an average CPC of $1.35
Benchmark CTR for Display is 0.10% with an average CPC of $.58
Benchmark CTR for Google Paid Search is 1.55% with an average CPC of $1.28
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Reporting Details
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Facebook & Instagram
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Facebook/Instagram Creative
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Facebook/Instagram Metrics & Demos
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Facebook/Instagram Geo-Location
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Programmatic Display
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Programmatic Display Creative
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Programmatic Display Metrics
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Google Paid Search
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Google Paid Search Responsive Ad Samples

Family

Outdoors
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Google Paid Search Metrics
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Google Paid Search Keyword Performance
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Google Paid Search Geo-Location
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Google Paid Search - Demographics
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Website Lift
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Overall Website Lift - September - October
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Insights
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Insights
• HAPI had estimated that the Fall 2022 Campaign would deliver approximately 5 million 

impressions, but it ended up serving over 9 million impressions, generating awareness 
and engagement for the brand leading into the holiday season. The campaign delivered 
over 275,000 clicks with an overall average cost-per-click (CPC) of only $0.06, and 
benchmarks were vastly exceeded in all three media channels. 

• The Facebook/Instagram campaign delivered an average click-thru-rate (CTR) of 3.03%, 
which was a result of the mass amounts of clicks from the Carousel ad unit. This is the 
highest CTR we’ve achieved from a Red River brand or promo campaign on Facebook. 
Clickers were primarily middle and older aged (as to be expected), and males were 
slightly more engaged than females, but not by much. It was a smart decision on the part 
of Red River to include Los Angeles in the geo-targeting, as that market led the charge in 
impressions, clicks and CTR.
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Insights (cont’d)
• The Programmatic Display ads delivered the bulk of the overall campaign impressions, 

serving ads on thousands of websites in the targeted geo-locations. Typically, we aim to 
achieve a CTR of 0.10% and a CPC of $0.58, but the Fall Campaign delivered an average 
CTR of 2.96% and a CPC of only $0.03. Most of the activity came from the 300x250 
Guitar Player Cue Card ad, which had a CTR as high as 4.58%!

• Paid Search, which was the lowest-funnel tactic in the campaign reaching prospective 
travelers who were actively researching keywords related to Red River, had a strong 
performance with over 6,000 clicks, an average CTR of 9.96% and an average CPC of 
only $0.47. Most clicks came from the Dynamic Ad Group, which pulls copy directly from 
the Red River website to create ads. Clickers were both males and females in a range of 
different age groups, primarily 45+. Regarding keyword activity, search terms with “red 
river” in the phrase performed extremely well, indicating people are aware of the 
destination and brand. And like Facebook, the Los Angeles geo-target ranked high in 
impressions, but not so much in clicks and CTR, meaning that people were actively 
searching relevant terms but weren’t clicking the ads.
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